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DS LoneStar™: A Field-Proven,
Single-Shot Perforating System
Maximizing Cluster Efficiency to
Near-Perfection
Unique, single-shot perforating system delivers cluster
efficiencies near 100%, significantly lowers treating pressures
while increasing stages per day and deployment safety

Perforation efficiency is defined as the percentage of perforations that take
treatment fluid during frac operations. Typically, this would be in the range of
60% to 70%. To improve perforation efficiency, modern well designs increasingly
call for limited entry perforating techniques and single-shot perforating systems
that deliver larger and more consistent entry hole diameters. The goal is to
ensure more uniform distribution of frac fluid in each cluster to develop more
uniform frac wings, maximize stimulated rock volume, placed sand and ultimately
boost well productivity.
Engineers looking for a superior, single-shot perforating system with nearperfect perforation efficiency now have their solution: DS LoneStar

Figure 1:
DS LoneStar
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Perforating System
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D S L O N E S TA R
An in-plane, single-shot perforating system equipped with a variety of LoneStar
formation-tuned shaped charges delivering extreme reservoir contact and
near 100% cluster efficiency. Available in both externally oriented and standard
models, it delivers large, ultra-consistent entry hole diameters that enable
greater area open to flow and greatly increased formation contact area. Its
sub-less, unibody design makes it the most compact, single-shot system for
unconventional wells.
Figure 2:
DS Infinity ™ FracTune™ DP40
Section II Test
Shale Target
• 18K UCS
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•
•

6500 psi confinement
3000 psi wellbore

Figure 3:
DS LoneStar DP40

75% more tunnel volume
40% more formation contact
Identical penetration

DS LoneStar is unmatched in explosive net energy delivered to the formation,
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length optimization, entry-hole uniformity and overall downhole performance.
There is no comparison.

Section II Test
Shale Target
• 18K UCS
• 6500 psi confinement
• 3000 psi wellbore
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C A S E S T U D Y: VA L I D AT I N G D S L O N E S TA R
Trial Conditions
To validate DS LoneStar’s performance, the two companies perforated multiple
wells using different perforating technologies in multiple stages of each well.
Conditions such as pump rate, proppant concentration and chemicals were all
comparable.
The perforating design required an entry hole of 0.40” diameter, one shot per
cluster oriented straight up at 0 degrees, and 16 clusters per stage. This paper
will discuss results of two wells, but it should be noted that other wells showed
comparable results.
Well A.
Lower Sprayberry (LSPB) formation: test featuring five stages perforated with DS
LoneStar and pumped with high viscosity friction reducer fluids at 75 bpm, with
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no rate increase. [Noted as Well A below]
Well B.
Jo Mill (JoM) formation: test featuring seven stages perforated with DS LoneStar
and pumped with slick water fluid at 85 bpm. [Noted as Well B below]
Trial Results

•

Seen in the charts below for well A and B, the pressure-rate-concentration
curves overlayed for multiple stages show a significant reduction in
treatment pressure for DS LoneStar (blue curves) compared to the other
systems (red and green curves). DS LoneStar’s near-perfect perforation
efficiency, with lower perforation friction, leads to uniform fluid distribution.

•

It is evident that average treating pressures are consistently lower for stages
using DynaEnergetics’ DS LoneStar system: in this application 1,400 to 1,600
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psi (18% to 21%) lower.
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Baseline Systems
7684 psi

DS LoneStar

Figure 4:

7737 psi

Average Treatment Pressure for
Well A and Well B
6317 psi

6069 psi

Well A

Well B

Figure 5:
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Pressure

Pressure Rate Concentration
Curve: Well A

Flow Rate

Proppant Concentration

Baseline Systems

DS LoneStar

Figure 6:
Pressure

Pressure Rate Concentration
Curve: Well B

Flow Rate
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Proppant Concentration

Baseline Systems

DS LoneStar
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C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O B S E R VAT I O N S
DS LoneStar delivered unmatched performance:
• 100% perforation / cluster efficiency
• More guns per stage, or an “easier to pump”, shorter gun string
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• Significant reduction in treatment pressure of 1,400 to 1,600 psi (18% to 21%)

Less hydraulic horsepower
per hour

Associated contractual cost
savings

Estimated 18% less truck fuel
consumption

Estimated $28,000 savings per
well

Reduced equipment wear and
tear

Associated maintenance cost
savings

Mitigation of screen outs
allowed for continuous
pumping

Increased operating efficiency,
reduced NPT

• Considerable increase in operational efficiency
Designed amount of sand could
be placed in 100 minutes
compared to 120 minutes baseline

20 minutes, 17% time savings per
stage

Two extra stages per day
Five well pads completed five
days sooner

5 days of spread cost at $50K per
day, a pad savings of $250K

There is no comparison. DS LoneStar’s perforation and downhole performance
has a measurable impact on safety, operational efficiency, completion cost
and ultimately on well productivity. With DS LoneStar, completion engineers
now can deliver highly uniform entry holes, control perforation friction, and
maximize cluster efficiency for better stimulation results. To learn more about DS
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LoneStar’s product features, visit our product sheet or contact us directly.
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WHY CHOOSE DYNAENERGETICS
As the only global perforating manufacturer that designs, manufactures and
qualifies all of its equipment and accessories in-house, DynaEnergetics ensures
industry-leading performance at the lowest total cost of operations. Field
validation remains central to the development and expansion of our FactoryAssembled, Performance-Assured™ DS perforating systems, which significantly
improve the safety, reliability and performance of unconventional well
completions. To learn more about our customizable products and just-in-time
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wellsite delivery options, visit our website. dynaenergetics.com

